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Chapter 1151

“Well……”

The female deputy manager only felt that her breathing was stagnant, and her feet
immediately hung in the air, her face flushed.

A fear of death spread in my heart.

She really didn’t expect that this silent white-haired woman would have such strength to
lift her up with one hand.

She had no doubt that as long as the other party exerted force, her neck would be broken
directly.

“It’s not enough to kill him. Just slap him twice and teach him a lesson.” Lu Chen said.

“good.”

Zhao Hongying nodded, then slapped her twice, causing the female assistant manager to
feel dizzy, her teeth flew out, and her nose started to bleed.

After the beating, he just threw it away like trash and threw it out the door.

“Ahem…”

The female assistant manager coughed violently, her face was red and swollen, and it
took a while to recover.

“You…you are really deceiving people, I will never let you go!”

The female deputy manager had a ferocious look on her face and ran downstairs as she
spoke.

However, as soon as she reached the stairs, she bumped into a group of people and fell to
her feet on the spot, oopsing.

“Who? Who is blind and dares to…”



The female assistant manager got up and was about to curse, but when she saw the person
coming, she was stunned and quickly showed a flattering smile: “Miss Li, Aunt Zhang,
are you here?”

The visitor was none other than the distinguished guest she said.

The leader is Li Qingyao!

Next to him, there were Zhang Cuihua, Tan Hong, and Zhang Hongmei.

“What’s wrong with you? Your eyes have grown to your buttocks? Didn’t you see us
coming in? The brand-name shoes I just bought were all dirty by you. What a bad luck!”

Looking at the footprints on the shoes, Zhang Cuihua cursed her head and face.

“Aunt Zhang, I’m sorry, I didn’t mean it. I’ll wipe it for you right away.”

The female deputy manager nodded and bowed, quickly knelt down on the ground, and
used her sleeves to wipe Zhang Cuihua’s shoes clean.

That flattering and humble look was completely different from when he faced Lu Chen
before.

“Okay, okay, stay away from me!” Zhang Cuihua was a little impatient.

“Liu Fang, what happened to your face? Were you beaten just now?” Tan Hong suddenly
said.

“Back to Miss Tan, I just met some scoundrels who wanted to take over the room I
prepared for you. I argued hard, but these scoundrels even beat people up. It’s so
abominable!” said Liu, the female deputy manager! Fang said a little indignantly.

“What? There are still people who dare to compete with us for positions? Who is so bold?
Didn’t you tell them who we are?” Zhang Cuihua looked unhappy.

Nowadays, their status is no longer what it used to be.

Even wealthy nobles must be respectful when they see him.

“Aunt Zhang, I told you that you are distinguished guests and the supreme VIPs of our
Tianxiang Tower, but these scoundrels don’t take it seriously at all. They even threatened



that if you dare to compete with them for a seat, they will beat you up too!” Liu Fang
began. Fan the flames.

If these noble people are willing to stand up for her, then those people in room No. 3 of
Tianzi will definitely be in trouble.

“This is really unreasonable! Do you even dare to fight us? I want to see who dares to be
so crazy!” Zhang Cuihua was furious.

“Lead the way! I’m going to teach these blind guys a lesson today!” Tan Hong was also
filled with indignation.

“Okay, okay…please come with me.”

Liu Fang nodded and bowed, and then led a group of people to the door of Tianzi No. 3
room: “Aunt Zhang, they are in here.”

“boom!”

Zhang Cuihua was very irritable. Without saying a word, she kicked the door open, then
walked in and said arrogantly: “Who was trying to compete with us just now? If you have
the guts, stand up!”

“it’s me.”
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Lu Chen stood up slowly and raised his head.

However, when he saw Zhang Cuihua and his party, he couldn’t help but be slightly

startled.

It’s really a narrow road between enemies, and we didn’t even meet each other during the

meal.

“Another one?”



Looking at Li Qingyao at the door, Concubine Cao Xuan frowned subconsciously.

Zhao Hongying hasn’t been dealt with such a strong enemy yet, but now it’s good that Li

Qingyao ran out again.

Is God deliberately trying to mess with her?

“Lu Chen? It’s you!”

Zhang Cuihua took a closer look, and her face instantly darkened: “Why are you here?

Are you following us on purpose?”

“You are overthinking, we are just here to eat.” Lu Chen said calmly.

“Eat? Humph! Who knows whether what you said is true or false?”

Zhang Cuihua said with a suspicious look on her face: “In my opinion, you knew that we

were prosperous, so you deliberately pretended to meet us by chance, and then looked for

opportunities to curry favor with us. I have seen many people like you!”

“That’s right!”

Tan Hong raised her head and said arrogantly: “The surname is Lu! I warn you to stay

away from us. Our current status is not something you can reach!”

“Whatever your identity is, it has nothing to do with me. If nothing happens, please leave

and don’t disturb our meal.” Lu Chen directly issued an eviction order.

“Bah! This is obviously Aunt Zhang’s room, but you are occupying it maliciously!” Liu

Fang shouted with an expression of anger.



“Did you hear that? This is the room we booked. If you want to leave, it’s up to you to

leave!”

Zhang Cuihua said proudly: “Now, I order you to disappear from my eyes immediately!”

“Disappear now!”

Tan Hong stared.

“First of all, we book the room first, there is no occupation. Also, who do you think you

are? Why are you ordering me?” Lu Chen asked coldly.

Anyway, the two sides have broken off their friendship, and he has nothing to be polite

about.

“You are presumptuous!”

Zhang Cuihua glared and shouted: “Lu! How dare you talk to me like this? Do you

believe it or not, I can take you all to jail with just one order!”

With the support of Prince Mu’s Mansion, they can run wild and no one dares to stop

them.

“Really? I don’t believe it.” Lu Chen shook his head.

“you……”

Zhang Cuihua was about to have a seizure, but Li Qingyao raised her hand to stop her.

She looked at Lu Chen and said calmly: “Lu Chen, I want to meet an important guest

here. I hope you can give up the room to make up for it. Consumption is all paid by me.”



Before Lu Chen could speak, Concubine Cao Xuan stood up and said with a smile:

“Director Li is indeed very wealthy. Unfortunately, we don’t need him. You’d better

invite him back.”

“Um?”

Li Qingyao twisted her eyebrows, looked directly at Concubine Cao Xuan, and said

coldly: “Miss Cao, right? Please make it clear that you are occupying the magpie’s nest. I

have politely asked you to leave. I hope you will Don’t push yourself too far!”

“Hehehe…Is Mr. Li threatening me?”

Concubine Cao Xuan covered her mouth and chuckled, then her face suddenly turned

cold: “What if I have to push the envelope?”

As soon as these words came out, Li Qingyao’s pretty face immediately turned cold.

She didn’t say a word, but stared straight at Concubine Cao Xuan, and Concubine Cao

Xuan didn’t dare to look at her weakly.

The two women’s sharp eyes collided in the air, neither letting the other go.

That powerful aura makes people shudder.

The atmosphere of the entire scene instantly became tense.
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Concubine Cao Xuan and Li Qingyao looked at me and I looked at you. They faced each

other and had a fierce confrontation with their eyes.



Two women who are different in appearance, but equally attractive, at this moment,

showed a strong desire to win.

“Ms. Cao, I don’t want to have a verbal dispute with you. Right and wrong are all open to

public opinion. You have occupied our room. If you refuse to leave, then don’t blame me

for calling the police.” Li Qingyao spoke again.

The tone is calm, but very strong.

“You want to call the police, right? Whatever.”

Concubine Cao Xuan smiled slightly, not afraid at all.

“Daughter, these people are so shameless. If you ask me, there is no need to be polite to

them, just ask someone to kick them out!” Zhang Cuihua was a little annoyed.

“You’re right! We obviously booked the room, so why should they occupy it? It’s such a

deception!” Tan Hong shouted.

At this time, the security guards of the restaurant had slowly gathered over.

Seeing this scene, Zhang Cuihua immediately shouted: “What are you still doing? Hurry!

Blow them all out!”

“Did you hear that? Send them all away!” Liu Fang shouted repeatedly.

“Want to fight? I’m here to help!”

Lu Chen took two steps forward and stood in front of Concubine Cao Xuan.

Zhao Hongying didn’t say a word, but silently pulled out the sword.



As long as Lu Chen said a word, she would kill all the people in front of her without

hesitation.

“etc!”

Li Qingyao raised his hand to stop the security guard, then looked at Lu Chen coldly and

said, “Before the matter gets too big, I advise you to leave quickly and don’t mess around

here, otherwise you won’t be able to bear the consequences.”

“What a mess?”

Lu Chen shook his head and smiled: “Director Li, it seems you haven’t figured out the

situation yet. It’s not us who are messing around, but you who are indiscriminate and

bullying others here.”

“Is it still reasonable for you to occupy our room?” Li Qingyao frowned slightly.

She had a pretty good impression of Chase Lu before, and she even wanted to recruit

him.

However, the other party’s performance today greatly disappointed her.

“First of all, let me state that we have booked this room a long time ago. It was you who

stepped in and planned to forcibly requisition it. We did not agree. You also used various

threats and inducements. So, who is unreasonable?” Lu Chen asked in return. .

“Did you order it?”

Li Qingyao was a little confused and looked at Liu Fang beside him.

“Miss Li, don’t listen to his nonsense!”



Liu Fang’s eyelids twitched and she excused herself: “I reserved this room specially for

you, but after these people came, they had to sit here and couldn’t even get rid of them.

It’s really abominable!”

“Did you hear that? What else do you have to say now?” Li Qingyao asked coldly.

“See for yourself.”

Lu Chen was too lazy to talk nonsense, so he took out his phone and clicked on the order

record.

It showed that he had booked room No. 3 in Tianzi through the Internet thirty minutes

ago.

Moreover, a deposit has been paid.

With the solid evidence in front of him, Li Qingyao was speechless.

She always thought that Lu Chen and the others occupied the room, and after a long time,

it turned out to be a misunderstanding.

“what happened?”

Li Qingyao looked at Liu Fang again, her brows furrowed.

“There’s…there’s something wrong with this order, maybe there’s a system error.” Liu

Fang explained bravely.

“An error occurred? Do you think I’m an idiot?” Li Qingyao’s face turned cold.

I thought it was a reasonable argument, but in the end it turned into an unreasonable

argument.



It is inevitable to be a little embarrassed when the two levels are reversed.
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“I……”

Liu Fang was speechless for a moment.

Although she really wanted to continue to argue, she didn’t dare, because she clearly felt
that Li Qingyao was already angry.

“Trash!”

At this time, Zhang Cuihua couldn’t help it anymore and slapped Liu Fang on the face,
scolding: “I can’t even book a room for you, so what’s the use of you? It’s really
embarrassing for me!”

“Aunt Zhang, I’m sorry, I’m really sorry.”

Liu Fang covered her burning face, not only did she not dare to have an attack, but she
also had to apologize, nodding and bowing, looking particularly humble.

“What’s the use of telling me I’m sorry? How do we solve the room problem? Do you
know that we will be welcoming distinguished guests soon!” Zhang Cuihua sternly said.

This trash, not only failed to accomplish anything, but also made her lose face in front of
Lu Chen, which is a heinous crime.

“Aunt Zhang, why don’t we go to Room No. 1 in Dizi? The environment there is also
very good.” Liu Fang asked tentatively.

“Snapped!”

Zhang Cuihua slapped her up again and cursed: “Are you out of your mind? With our
status, if you want to sit in a high-end apartment, how can it be worthy of us?”

“That’s right! One day and one place, can this be compared?”

Tan Hong crossed her arms and was very dissatisfied: “This guy Lu Chen can sit in a
high-class apartment, but we can only sit in a low-class apartment. Do you mean that our
status is not as good as him?”



“This…I…”

Liu Fang covered her face, a little at a loss.

She really didn’t expect that things would turn out like this.

The original plan was to please Li Qingyao and his group, but now it turned out to be a
good one. Not only did he fail to make the noble people happy, but he also made
everyone feel embarrassed.

And this is all thanks to Lu Chen, thinking of this, her eyes became more and more
resentful.

“Forget it, the name of the place is the name of the place, and change rooms for us.”

Although Li Qingyao was unhappy, he didn’t bother to care.

“Yes, yes…I’ll arrange it right away!”

If Liu Fang was granted an amnesty, she quickly asked the waiter to vacate the room.

“etc!”

Zhang Cuihua was obviously very dissatisfied: “Daughter, how can this matter be
counted? What status are we now? The top dignitaries in the Dragon Kingdom! No
matter where we go, we will be treated at the highest level. How can such a cheap room
be worthy of it?” Does it deserve our identity?”

“That’s right! We must get the best house, otherwise how can we reflect our status?” Tan
Hong agreed.

“Aunt Zhang, the environment of the room is actually very good. It is not cheap at all.
You will know when you move over and take a look.” Liu Fang smiled compensatingly.

“Shut up! When I say cheap, it’s cheap!”

Zhang Cuihua glared, so frightened that the latter shrank his neck and immediately did
not dare to say a word.

She didn’t care about the room facilities.



She cares about reputation, face, and status.

Therefore, the rarer and more expensive something is, the more she likes it and is
determined to get it.

“Mom, Tianzihao’s rooms are already full, so you can just make do with it.” Li Qingyao
persuaded.

“No! How can we make do with this kind of thing? Don’t worry about it, let me solve it.”

After Zhang Cuihua finished speaking, she looked at Lu Chen again and said arrogantly:
“Lu, we want this room. Please give us a price.”

“A price?” Lu Chen raised his eyebrows: “Are you going to buy me with money?”

“That’s right!”

Zhang Cuihua raised her head, and said proudly: “I am not short of money now, I will
give you whatever money you want as long as you get out.”

With that said, she took out a gold card from her designer bag, and shook it in front of
Chase Lu with a bit of showing off and arrogance.

He totally looks like a nouveau riche.
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Looking at the defiant Zhang Cuihua, Lu Chen only felt a little funny.

Judging from his words, deeds, and attire, Zhang Cuihua should have met a nobleman,

which made the whole family suddenly rich.

Not only have money, but also power and status.

In the past, when he had no background, he was all kinds of arrogant and domineering,

but now that he has become powerful, he is even more out of control.

With such a performance, Lu Chen was not surprised.



“Hey! Do you hear me talking to you? Hurry up and make a price. I’m very busy and

don’t have time to spend time with you!”

Zhang Cuihua held the gold card between two fingers, quite like a wealthy wife.

“I’m afraid you can’t afford the price I offered.” Lu Chen shook his head.

“Can’t afford it?”

Hearing this, Zhang Cuihua immediately smiled, looking like an idiot: “Lu! You are

really blind! Do you know what our status is now? Do you know how much money we

have now? See this Don’t you have a gold card? The money in it can crush you to death!”

“That’s right! Today is different from the past. Our current status is a level that you will

never reach in your lifetime. You will always be able to look up to us from the bottom!”

Tan Hong held her head high, looking very arrogant.

In their eyes, Lu Chen was just a pretty boy who used Concubine Cao Xuan’s support to

do all kinds of things.

However, today, with the support of Prince Mu’s Mansion, even Concubine Cao Xuan

was not taken lightly by them at all.

How can a daughter of a small wealthy family compare with Prince Mu’s Mansion?

The gap between the two sides is simply as big as clouds and mud.

“Okay, stop talking nonsense, my patience is limited, hurry up.” Zhang Cuihua began to

urge.



“Since you are so rich, I won’t be polite. If you want us to change rooms, you can give us

this amount.” Chase Lu held out a finger.

“Ten thousand dollars?”

Zhang Cuihua snorted disdainfully: “A diaosi is a diaosi. She has no vision at all. You

deserve to have nothing but soft food.”

“Lu Chen, I can only say that you missed an opportunity to get rich.” Tan Hong looked

like an idiot.

“Here! Ten thousand yuan, I’ll reward you, get out!”

Zhang Cuihua made a gesture, asked the bodyguard for a wad of cash, and then threw it

directly at Lu Chen’s feet, with a look of charity.

“Are you sending beggars away?” Lu Chen sneered.

“What? Too little?” Zhang Cuihua raised an eyebrow: “You don’t want one million, do

you? Are you worth that much?”

“One million? Are you kidding me? What I want is 10 billion!” Lu Chen said in surprise.

“What? Ten billion?!”

As soon as these words came out, Zhang Cuihua and others were immediately stunned.

How dare this guy?

Asking for 10 billion, treating them as a money printing machine?

Although they have money, they still can’t spend 10 billion to buy the right to use a

luxury room.



Only a mentally retarded person would do this.

“That’s right, 10 billion. As long as you give me the money, I will leave immediately.” Lu

Chen smiled half-heartedly.

Don’t you like to show off your wealth?

Today, I will let you show off to your heart’s content.

“Lu! Are you crazy? How dare you speak so loudly to this lion? Could you please take a

piss and take a picture to see what kind of virtue you have?!” Zhang Cuihua was a little

angry.

“I think your brain was kicked by a donkey, right? Ten billion? Even if I sell you for more

than this price!” Tan Hong shouted.

“That’s right! We can reward you 10,000 yuan, which is already a huge gift. How dare

you ask for 10 billion? Who gave you the courage!” Zhang Hongmei also shouted.

“It costs 10 billion to change rooms, why don’t you grab it?!” Liu Fang said angrily.

This guy is so outrageous.

It’s acceptable to ask for tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands, but it’s 10 billion

when you open your mouth. Are you taking people for a fool?

“How can robbing make money faster than extortion?”

Lu Chen said seriously: “Besides, you asked for it and asked me to set a price at will.

Now that I have set a price and you can’t afford it, you can only blame your own lack of

strength.”
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“You…you are shameless!”

Zhang Cuihua was so angry that she blushed and gritted her teeth.

He was originally going to put on a show and show off, but the boy in front of him

actually ruined it in front of everyone. It was simply heinous!

“I’ve set the price, you only have two choices now, either pay or get out!” Lu Chen said

unceremoniously.

“Too much deception! Really too much deception!”

Zhang Cuihua was furious and furious.

She has never been so angry since her status improved.

“What happened?”

At this time, a tall and thin man wearing a suit walked over with his head held high.

Wherever they passed, the restaurant security guards scattered and took the initiative to

give way.

The man is none other than the owner of Tianxiang Tower, Lu Yi.

“Brother Yi! Are you finally here?”

Liu Fang looked overjoyed when she saw the person coming, and hurriedly rushed to

greet him.

The man in front of her was not only her boyfriend, but also her biggest supporter.



If you have power and connections, you can easily solve any problem no matter what.

“What happened to your face? Who hit you?”

Looking at Liu Fang’s red and swollen face, Lu Yi couldn’t help but frown.

“Brother Yi, I prepared a private room for Miss Li and the others as you requested, but it

turned out that there were a few scoundrels here who insisted on arguing with Miss Li

and even beat people when they disagreed. Look at my face. These scoundrels are out of

character!”

Liu Fang cried aggrievedly and briefly told what happened.

After listening, Lu Yi’s face immediately darkened.

Since Tianxiang Tower opened, no one has dared to cause trouble here.

Who is living impatiently? How dare you hit his woman?

“Miss Li, Aunt Zhang, are you injured?”

Lu Yi did not attack directly, but walked up to Li Qingyao and others and began to ask

about the situation.

“Boss Lu, you came just in time. Someone here is competing with us for a room, which

makes us very unhappy. I am very angry now. Tell me what to do!”

Zhang Cuihua crossed her arms, looking domineering.

“Aunt Zhang, I didn’t arrange this properly and it affected your mood. I’m very sorry. All

your purchases here from now on will be free of charge.” Lu Yi said with an apologetic

smile.



“All free?”

As soon as these words came out, many people showed surprised expressions.

Tianxianglou’s consumption is not low. All the ingredients are top-notch and free for life.

This is not an expense that ordinary bosses can afford.

“Hmph! You’re still a little sincere.”

Hearing this, Zhang Cuihua’s expression softened, but she still emphasized: “I accept

your apology, but today’s matter cannot be forgotten like this. You must give me a

satisfactory explanation!”

“No problem, no problem, I promise to make Aunt Zhang feel at ease.”

Lu Yi nodded and bowed, looking very humble. However, when he turned his head again,

his face instantly turned gloomy: “Who was trying to fight for the room with Aunt Zhang

just now? Stand up right now!”

“Correct me, it’s not a dispute, because we booked the room first.” Lu Chen said lightly.

“I don’t care who book it first, as long as Aunt Zhang likes it, then this room is hers!” Lu

Yi was very forceful.

“Who are you?” Chase Lu asked back.

“I am the boss of Tianxiang Tower, and everything here is decided by me!” Lu Yi said

coldly.

“Boss, right? Don’t you have any rules here? Do you know what it means to be on a

first-come, first-served basis? Do you know what it means to treat everyone equally?” Lu

Chen asked.



“Stop talking nonsense! My rules are rules!”

Lu Yi said impatiently: “I now officially announce that all of you scoundrels will be

included in Tianxiang Tower’s blacklist!”

“From now on, if we don’t do your business, you won’t even want to eat here!”

“Now, I order you to get out of Tianxiang Tower immediately!”
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What Lu Yi said was domineering, every word was harsh, and he showed no mercy at all.

Lu Chen, who originally planned to be reasonable, immediately turned cold.

No wonder the employees are so arrogant. It turns out the boss is the same.

“Hey! Do you hear me? Get out of here!”

Liu Fang was fighting from behind.

“Your Tianxiang Tower is so majestic. You dare to kick the guests out. It seems that you

don’t want to do business anymore.” Lu Chen said coldly.

“It’s not that we don’t do business, it’s that we don’t do your business!”

Lu Yi said confidently: “Tianxiang Tower is my territory, and I have the final say in

everything. I see that you are very unhappy now. You have to get out within one minute,

otherwise don’t blame me for being rude!”

As soon as these words came out, everyone started booing and clamoring for Lu Chen

and his party to leave.



“How are you, Mr. Lu? The boss has spoken. Why are you still here shamelessly? Aren’t

you ashamed?”

Zhang Cuihua crossed her arms with a sneer on her lips.

If you can’t win an argument and can’t be reasoned with, then just stop talking and just

use your power to bully others.

“Hmph! Some people are so shameless that they can’t even be driven away, just like a

pug.” Tan Hong started to get angry.

“Who says it’s not the case? Don’t you know who you are? How dare you compete with

us? You really have no self-knowledge at all.” Zhang Hongmei’s face was full of disdain.

They are now popular people in Prince Mu’s Mansion, and they have to step aside no

matter who they are, cats or dogs.

“You’re starting to act rogue, aren’t you? Are you sure you want to do this?” Lu Chen

looked at Lu Yi coldly.

“Of course!”

Lu Yi held his head high: “If you make Aunt Zhang unhappy, then you don’t give me

face. If you don’t give me face, I will kick you out!”

After speaking, he also made a gesture.

For a moment, the security guards who were waiting to see what happened gathered

around and stared at him with eager eyes.

Some even took out their swing sticks, as if ready to take action at any time.



“Those surnamed Lu are distinguished by being knowledgeable about current affairs.

Now you are no longer in the same circle as us.”

Zhang Cuihua tilted her chin with a look of pride on her face: “Do you know what power

is? Do you know what the gap is between you and us? To put it simply, we don’t need to

pay for eating here, but you have to pay us for eating here. do you understand?”

“Resign yourself to your fate. People like you deserve to be trampled under our feet for

the rest of your life!” Tan Hong sneered.

“Boy! You look very dissatisfied?”

Lu Yi curled up his lips and continued to be aggressive: “But so what? On my territory, if

it’s a dragon, you have to coil up; if it’s a tiger, you have to lie down; if I tell you to get

out, you have to get out of here. !”

“How dare a little Tianxiang Tower boss to be so crazy? I really don’t know where you

got the courage.”

Lu Chen sneered and shook his head: “Okay, since you don’t want to do business, then

from today on, you no longer need to do business in Tianxiang Tower.”

As he said that, he took out his mobile phone and dialed a number: “Bring a few people

over and seal Tianxiang Tower.”

“Yo yo yo…you want to ban me? I’m so scared! I’m really scared to death!”

Lu Yi smiled sinisterly and said: “Boy, do you know who you are going against? Do you

know who is behind me? Please investigate clearly before you come here to act wild.

Otherwise, I’m afraid you will be scared. die!”



“I don’t care who you are, and I don’t care what your backing is. I only know that you

made me very unhappy today, so you have to pay for your actions.” Lu Chen said calmly.

“Hahaha…you dare to threaten me? OK! I’ll wait here. I want to see how capable you

are!”

Lu Yi crossed his arms, not afraid at all.

Being able to open a high-end restaurant in such a place where land is so valuable, and

the business is booming, naturally has the corresponding connections and background.

After a while, there was a sudden roar of cars outside Tianxiang Tower.

Immediately afterwards, a large number of Qilin Gang disciples rushed in aggressively.

When the security guards at Tianxiang Tower saw him, their expressions immediately

changed.

From the previous bravado, it became frightened.
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Anyone who has been on the road knows that the underground world of the provincial

capital is now controlled by the Qilin Gang.

There is no gray force that can challenge the Qilin Gang.

So after seeing the disciples of the Qilin Gang rushing through the door, the security

guards instantly became intimidated.

“Hey, I didn’t expect this guy Lu Chen to be quite powerful.” Zhang Hongmei was quite

surprised.



“Humph! They’re just some little gangsters, they can’t stand on the stage.” Tan Hong

looked disdainful.

“That’s right. They are all small-time characters who cannot make big waves. Boss Lu

can easily handle them without us even needing to take action.” Zhang Cuihua said

arrogantly.

In the past, she would have been afraid of it, but now, she doesn’t take it seriously at all.

How could the power of Prince Mu’s Mansion be comparable to that of these little

gangsters?

The two sides are not on the same level at all.

“Master Lu, what happened?”

At this time, Lao Zhang led a group of people and ran up to the second floor.

“The Tianxianglou store is bullying customers. I felt very unhappy and sealed the place.

From now on, it will be closed indefinitely.” Lu Chen said calmly.

“no problem!”

Lao Zhang raised his hand and shouted: “Brothers, let me ruin this place. Please leave all

the guests. If anyone dares to stop me, I will give you a good beating!”

“yes!”

Following his order, the disciples of the Qilin Gang began to take action.

“Stop! Stop it all!”



Seeing this scene, Lu Yi finally lost his composure and shouted: “You trash, do you know

who covers Tianxiang Tower? You dare to act wild here, I think you are impatient!”

“What the hell!”

Lao Zhang was not polite at all. He raised his hand and slapped Lu Yi to the ground,

scolding: “If you dare to make Mr. Lu angry, even the King of Heaven will not be able to

protect you today!”

“You…you dare to hit me?”

Lu Yi covered his burning face and shouted angrily: “Come here! Blow this garbage

out!”

Hearing this, the security guards at Tianxiang Tower looked at each other, and no one

dared to move.

The ruthless characters of the Qilin Gang are not something they can mess with.

“Are you so deaf? I’ll let you do it!”

Seeing no one responded, Lu Yi became furious. He slapped the security guards behind

him twice and cursed: “I asked you to come here to maintain public order, not to eat here

and wait to die. I order you to follow immediately.” They fought hard!”

“Lu, Boss Lu… these people are all disciples of the Qilin Gang, we can’t afford to offend

them.” A security captain whispered.

“So what about the Qilin Gang? The people standing behind me are the Shangguan

family!”



Lu Yi yelled fiercely: “As long as I make a phone call, I can immediately mobilize the

army and destroy this bullshit Qilin Gang!”

“Shangguan’s house?”

As soon as these words came out, there was an uproar around him.

No one expected that Lu Yi had such a deep background.

The Shangguan family is the top of the three, and its power is even stronger than that of

the General’s family.

With such a behemoth backing him, no wonder he dares to be so arrogant.

“What the hell are you doing standing still? Take action now!”

Lu Yi yelled and cursed, and slapped the security captain on the face again to vent his

anger.

“Damn it! Fight with them!”

The security captain gritted his teeth and immediately called a group of younger brothers,

shouting and rushing towards the Qilin Gang disciples.

Anyway, with the support of the Shangguan family, they have nothing to fear.

Chapter 1159

“We’re going to fight, right?”

Looking at the security guards who rushed forward, Lao Zhang gave a cruel smile:

“Brothers, I’ll give you three minutes to stretch your muscles!”



“okay!”

The Qilin Gang disciples immediately became excited, gearing up one by one, and faced

him head-on.

Lao Zhang is the leader of the Hall of Evil, and the group of people under his command

are all ruthless characters who came out of the dark prison.

It can be regarded as the most powerful elite of the entire Qilin gang.

Especially after Lu Chen’s special training, their strength has improved by leaps and

bounds, and one can be equal to a hundred.

Not to mention facing a group of ordinary security guards, even if they go head-to-head

with the big sects in the world, they are not weak at all.

Sure enough, as soon as the two waves of people came into contact, a judgment was

made.

The disciples of the Qilin Gang’s Villainous Hall were able to crush all the security

guards with ease.

In less than three minutes, security guards No. 20 and 30 were all lying on the ground,

unable to move.

“Trash! They are all a bunch of trash!”

Seeing this scene, Lu Yi was furious.

I thought that the security guards I hired would be able to hold me up for a while, but I

didn’t expect that it wouldn’t be enough if I met him face to face.



It’s so fucking rubbish.

“Continue to dismantle! Smash everything here!”

Lao Zhang was rude and ordered Qilin to help his disciples destroy their homes

everywhere.

Of course, only the Tianxiang Building will be demolished, and innocent people will not

be hurt.

“A bunch of ignorant people dare to cause trouble in my Tianxiang Building. I think you

are really tired of living! Just wait for me!”

Lu Yi was so angry that he immediately took out his mobile phone and started to move

reinforcements.

Lu Chen just watched quietly without stopping.

Let me reason with you, you have to be a rascal here.

So now, I’ll play a rogue with you.

“Lu Chen, is this going too far?”

At this time, Li Qingyao, who had been watching with cold eyes, suddenly spoke.

“What’s too much? Why didn’t I know?” Lu Chen shrugged.

“Tianxiang Tower belongs to Boss Lu. He is free to do business with whomever he

wants. Although his words are a bit extreme, you should not ask people to cause trouble

here, and you cannot afford the consequences.” Li Qingyao warned. road.



No matter right or wrong, those standing behind Lu Yi are the Shangguan family, and

there is no one who can be offended by selling insurance, even with the backing of the

Cao family.

“Director Li, what you said is a bit of a double standard, right?”

Concubine Cao Xuan chuckled softly: “Why didn’t you say anything when Lu was

making all kinds of noises and bossing around just now? Oh, now that you see Lu can’t

stand it anymore, you stand up to uphold justice and become a messenger of justice?”

When he didn’t lose his memory, he was just a little bit annoying. Why did he become

even more annoying after losing his memory?

“I’m just telling the truth.”

Li Qingyao said coldly: “Boss Lu is backed by the Shangguan family. You can’t afford to

offend him. If you stop in time, I can say a few good words for you to resolve this storm.”

“Thank you, Director Li, for your kindness, but no, we can solve it ourselves.”

Concubine Cao Xuan refused.

Not to mention whether the other party has this ability, even if he does, she doesn’t

appreciate it.

“Daughter, why are you helping them? They are seeking death, so just let them go!”

Zhang Cuihua curled her lips.

“Yes, cousin, let’s just watch the show. Why are you meddling in other people’s business

and causing trouble?” Tan Hong also persuaded her.

They were eager to see Lu Chen and others unlucky, and now that they finally had the

opportunity, they were naturally unwilling to miss it.



“Do you really want to go against the officials?”

Li Qingyao looked at Lu Chen with piercing eyes, and asked a final question.

“I have sealed the Tianxiang Tower. If the Shangguan family insists on taking the stand, I

will stay with them until the end.” Lu Chen said calmly.

“you……”

Li Qingyao frowned, a little annoyed.

Chapter 1160

Why does this guy look like a piece of wood?

I tried to persuade him with good words, and even offered to help, but the other party

didn’t appreciate it at all.

“Hmph! Good words are hard to persuade, damn ghosts, daughter, just let them fend for

themselves.” Zhang Cuihua folded her arms, as if she was watching a play.

“Cousin, you are good in everything, but you are too kind. These people want to compete

with us, and you still want to help them. It is really unnecessary.” Tan Hong shook her

head.

“That’s right, Qingyao, some people don’t suffer a little and never know the heights of

heaven and earth!” Zhang Hongmei looked disdainful.

“Forget it, I don’t care about your business.”

Li Qingyao stepped aside with a cold face.



For some reason, when she saw Lu Chen rejecting her, she felt a kind of anger in her

heart.

It was very strange and there were no symptoms at all.

What’s wrong with you?

It’s just a stranger who has just met a few times, as for being so caring?

“Boy! Miss Li gave you a chance to live, but you just don’t want it. You are so stupid.

Wait for my reinforcements to arrive later, and you won’t have time to regret it!”

Lu Yi sneered, looking like an idiot.

It is a great honor and gift for Miss Li Qingyao to speak in person, which no one else can

ask for.

The boy in front of him actually refused, he was digging his own grave!

“Huh! Let you be arrogant for a while longer, and you will look good to me soon!”

Liu Fang hid behind and was indignant, her eyes filled with hatred.

Lu Chen didn’t bother to answer, he greeted Concubine Cao Xuan and the others, and

went back to the third room of Tianzi to take a seat.

Then, while drinking tea, he watched the disciples of the Qilin Gang crazily smashing up

the Tianxiang Tower.

“Smash it! You just smash it! I will ask you to pay ten times and a hundred times later!”

Lu Yi’s face was gloomy.

The anger in his chest was brewing little by little.



“Who dares to make trouble in Tianxiang Tower?!”

At this time, there was a shout.

A group of tall and thick men rushed in with a murderous look.

At the head were two young, well-dressed young men. On the left was a man in white,

wearing sunglasses and holding a cigar in his mouth. He walked with an exaggerated

splay and looked very arrogant.

There is a man in black on the right. He has muscles all over his body, a strong aura, and

his eyes are like swords. He is very sharp. He is obviously not an ordinary person.

“Brother Xingwang! You are finally here!”

After seeing the man in white, Lu Yi’s eyes lit up and he quickly approached him.

You know, the man in front of you is the younger brother of General Huwei

Shangguanhong, Shangguan Xingwang!

In the entire Shangguan family, that is a very important presence.

It was precisely because he relied on Shangguan to prosper that he was able to prosper

here.

“I just heard you say on the phone that someone smashed up Tianxiang Tower. What

happened?”

Shangguan Xingwang was holding a cigar in his mouth, looking like he was pulling.

“Brother Xingwang, it’s like this. There are a few scoundrels who want to go whoring

here for free, and they even got into a struggle with Miss Li. I wanted to invite them out,



but these scoundrels not only didn’t go out, but also called out a bunch of scoundrels. It’s

really deceiving people to come and smash them!” Lu Yi began to complain.

“Huh? Did you tell me my name?” Shangguan Xingwang frowned slightly.

“Report it, they didn’t take you seriously at all, and threatened to teach you a lesson!” Lu

Yi said.

“Fuck! Who is so bold that he doesn’t even give me face? Take me there and have a

look!”

Shangguan Xingwang threw his cigar on the ground, looking very angry.

After so many years in the provincial capital, few people dared to challenge him.

“Brother Xingwang, it’s them!”

Lu Yi took two steps forward and pointed at Lu Chen who was sitting in the room.

Shangguan Xingwang followed the trend, his eyes lit up instantly: “Oh? It’s actually Hua

Guliang?”


